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Benefits of 
strengthening 
exercises for knee 
osteoarthritis

This strengthening exercise program includes exercises that have been shown to be 
beneficial for people with knee osteoarthritis. The exercises aim to improve the strength 
of certain muscles that will provide better support for the knee during walking and 
other tasks. Stronger muscles help to cushion as well as support and protect the joint. 
Stronger muscles also make it easier to perform many daily activities, such as standing 
up from a chair.

There are points to remember when doing strengthening exercises:

 Do all your exercises at least 3 times a week.

 To get stronger, you need to feel like the exercise was ‘hard’ or ‘very hard’ when you 
did it. If it felt ‘easy’, you may not be gaining strength.

If you experience difficulty performing any exercise, talk to your health professional 
on your next visit so that the exercise can be reviewed and modified if necessary. 
Sometimes it takes a bit of trial and error to get the right set of exercises for you.

You should progress to the next stage when knee exercises feel ‘easy’.

Safety Be safe when doing your home exercises!

 If you are standing to do an exercise, use a chair or bench for support, or have one 
close, just in case you lose your balance.

 Move carefully and at a medium speed. Try to avoid sudden or jerky movement.

 Consider your footwear. Is it appropriate for what you are doing? Choose shoes that 
will not make your feet sore or give you blisters. Make sure your shoes will not make 
you trip or lose balance.

Equipment To increase the resistance of the home exercises, adjustable ankle weights or elastic 
exercise bands can be used. The elastic bands are available in a variety of brands, such 
as Theraband®, and come in different resistances. Ankle weights and resistance band 
can be purchased at most sporting equipment stores or your local physiotherapy or 
medical clinic. Talk to your healthcare professional for advice about what level to start at.

Feeling some discomfort or pain during exercise is normal; however, revise the exercise 
dosage if:

• the pain is excessive

• the pain remains elevated for more than 2 hours after exercise

• there is increased joint swelling the next day.

Knee strengthening exercises
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Getting Started
Inner range quads over roll with resistance
This strengthening exercise program includes exercises that have been shown to be 
beneficial for people with knee osteoarthritis. The exercises aim to improve the strength 
of certain muscles that will provide better support for the knee during walking and 
other tasks. Stronger muscles help to cushion as well as support and protect the joint. 
Stronger muscles also make it easier to perform many daily activities, such as standing 
up from a chair.

Starting position

Starting position

Sit on a firm surface with body weight 
supported by arms behind. Alternatively, 
you can lie down if you prefer. Support the 
affected knee on a rolled up towel. Your 
affected knee should be bent about 30°  
(or 1/3 bent).

Keep the knee cap and toes pointing 
toward the ceiling.

Exercise

Keeping the knee in contact with the towel, 
straighten the affected leg and SLOWLY lift 
the heel off the surface over 2 seconds.

Hold the leg as straight as it will go for 5 
seconds then SLOWLY lower down over  
2 seconds. 

Hold the leg as straight as it will go for 5 
seconds then SLOWLY lower down over  
2 seconds. 

‘Slowly up, hold, 2, 3, 4, 5, slowly down.’ 

Progression

Use appropriate ankle cuff weight.

Fully straighten knee
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Bridge

Starting position

Lie on a mat on the floor.

Exercise

Lift your bottom off the floor. Keep your 
shoulder blades on the floor. Hold for 5 
seconds and slowly lower. 

Progression

Split leg bridge – move the affected leg 
closer to your bottom. Lift hips in this 
position. Make sure your hips stay level.
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Seated knee extension with resistance

Fully straighten knee

Starting position

Sit in a firm chair (one where the seat is 
quite high above the ground if possible).

Exercise

Slowly straighten the knee until it is fully 
straight.

Hold for 5 seconds and lower slowly.

‘Slowly up, hold, 2, 3, 4, 5, slowly down.’

Tie your resistance band into a loop. Place the looped 
resistance band around the leg of a chair. Sit on the chair 
and put your leg into the loop with the band just above 
your ankle.

Straighten knee to about 2/3 straight

Progression

Use appropriate level of resistance band – 
red through to black or ankle cuff weight.
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I can do more
Sit to stand (without using hands)

Starting position

Sit in a chair of standard height and firm 
seat. Place the chair back against a wall or 
close to it.

Exercise

Slowly stand without using your hands to 
help. 

Start by leaning forward over your toes.  
As your buttocks lift, bring your hips under 
your body and straighten up.

Sit back down slowly. 

Variations

1. Use a lower chair to make it more 
challenging.

2. Hold for 3 seconds with the buttocks just 
off the chair without touching down.

3. Increase the amount of body weight 
taken through the arthritis knee.

Arthritis knee behind
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Standing leg side raises

*Add resistance band looped around the ankles to 
provide more resistance.

Starting position

Use the back of a chair or a wall to provide 
support.

Maintain a good upright posture with 
shoulders and hips both facing forwards 
throughout. It’s is very easy to allow yourself 
to twist around as you do the exercise, but 
this will mean the wrong muscles are being 
exercised.

Exercise

Keeping body still and knee straight, lift 
arthritis leg out sideways leading with the 
heel. Do not allow the leg to turn or swing 
forwards – keep the knee and toes pointing 
forward and your heel slightly behind you as 
you perform the movement.

Hold for 5 seconds and then lower slowly.

‘Slowly up, hold, 2, 3, 4, 5, slowly down.’

Single-leg bridge

Version A – Bridge with both legs down, 
keep hips level as you lift one leg.

Version B – Lift one leg first, then lift hips, 
keeping one leg raised. Make sure hips stay 
level.

Arthritis  
knee
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Full program
Step-ups and step-downs

Starting position

Place your arthritis leg onto a step in front 
of you.

Be safe!! Use a hand support (back of 
chair or handrail) for balance.

Exercise

Step up onto the step slowly, carefully 
controlling the movement of your arthritis 
knee.

Your weight should be on your arthritis leg 
through the whole exercise.

Concentrate on the alignment of your 
arthritis leg – hip, knee and ankle – position 
your knee over your foot throughout.

Starting position

Stand on the step.

Exercise

Taking care to control the movement of 
your arthritis knee, reach your other foot 
towards the floor in front. If you can reach 
the floor, just touch it lightly. Return to the 
starting position. 

Your weight should be on your arthritis leg 
through the whole exercise.

Concentrate on the alignment of your 
arthritis leg – hip, knee and ankle – position 
your knee over your foot throughout.

Arthritis  
knee in front

Arthritis  
knee behind
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Crab walk with resistance band

Starting position

Place a loop of red resistance band around 
both thighs just above the knees, so that 
there is tension when ankles are separated 
10 cm. Slightly bend both knees.

Be safe! You should stand facing a table, 
a kitchen bench or a wall which you can 
reach if you lose balance.

Select appropriate level of resistance band 
to vary resistance.

Exercise

Step sideways against the pull of the 
resistance band. 

Do not twist or turn your body or legs. Your 
feet must point forwards while you are 
stepping sideways.

Options

Place the band around the ankles instead 
of thighs.
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Calf raises

Starting position

Stand holding onto back of the chair.

Exercise

Slowly rise up onto toes.

Hold for 5 seconds.

Slowly lower.

‘Slowly up, hold, 2, 3, 4, 5, slowly down.’ 

Progressions

1. Single heel raises

2. Raises from the edge of a step 
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Step-ups and step-downs

Lean against the wall.

Starting position

Stand near a wall. Lean your trunk and 
buttocks against the wall and keep your 
back straight.

Step feet away from the wall until your feet 
are approximately 30 cm (1 ft) away from 
the wall. Stand with feet apart. Slightly turn 
your feet outwards.

Keep your trunk and buttocks against the 
wall and keep your back straight.

Exercise

Slowly slide down the wall (as if to sit), 
keeping your trunk and buttocks in contact 
with the wall as you do. 

Keep your knees moving over your toes.

Stop when your knees are bent to about 60 
degrees (or less if it is painful). 

Slowly slide back up keeping your trunk and 
buttocks in contact with the wall as you do. 

Step feet away from the wall.

Keep buttocks, back and shoulders against the wall.

Slide down the wall.

Keep buttocks, back and shoulders against the wall.



1. Backward Sled Pulls 

Almost every single workout that I try to put together when focusing on knee 

strength and knee health is going to start right off with a five-minute period 

where we pull a sled backward. Now, we do own an apparatus, a little belt 

harness that can be put around the waist to just sit back and pull, but we like 

to use handles to start.  

 

I like the handles because it forces me to have my shoulder blades retracted 

and in a better position. I start right off with the backward sled pull for five 

straight minutes. As I think about knees going over the toes, the knees will go 

over the toes when the foot steps back. My quads get lit up doing this 

movement. I also have the tendency to go full-on Angus steak meathead, 

putting too much weight on the sled. I thought about decreasing the weight 

but didn’t bother doing it. 

2. Banded Hip Flexion 

The backward sled pulls got my quads blown to bits, my oxygen flowing, and 

my blood rolling. 

 



One thing Ben will use is the monkey feet. I have one monkey foot, but I 

don’t like how it feels when I do knee flexion. I do like how it feels doing the 

tibialis raise and hip flexion. 

 

Instead of the monkey feet, I will use a PowerLastic band. For instance, as I 

perform the banded hip flexion, I anchor the PowerLastic to the sled and put 

my foot through the handle. Standing balanced and firm on the non-banded 

leg, I proceed to raise my knee and perform the banded hip flexion movement 

for two to three sets of ten to fifteen reps to each side. 

 

One thing I like about banded hip flexion is that I really start to feel it in my 

guts. 

 

I pair this movement with the next two movements, taking no breaks in 

between the movements. 

3. Banded Knee Flexion 



As I said, I want to continue from the previous movement right into this 

exercise. For this exercise, I will turn around (the last exercise I had my back 

to the anchor point) and face the anchor point. I lean forward just a hair and 

perform two to three sets of ten to fifteen reps with each leg. 

 

I found the movement not overly challenging. However, after going through 

the three movements three times with no rest, it becomes pretty brutal. I 

especially like how everything is trained unilaterally. 

4. Tibialis Raise 

I have done the tibialis raise the way Ben has shown it where you can stand 

on a box, lower the foot, dorsiflex, lower, dorsiflex, and rinse and repeat. But 

we also like using the PowerLastic band. Again this movement is performed 

back to back with the previous two movements. 

 

Sitting down facing the anchor point, wrap the PowerLastic handle around 

the foot and go ahead and dorsiflex the foot. Do this for two to three sets of 

ten to fifteen reps with each leg. 

 



When I use the PowerLastic, I get an absolutely stupid pump after just five 

reps. I know it looks and seems absurd, but squeezing at the top after 

lengthening the foot destroys me. 

 

All three of these movements performed for three sets of fifteen reps end up 

taking ten to fifteen minutes. Without breaking it adds up. Doing both sides 

adds up as well. Thankfully, while using the right leg the left leg can rest, and 

vice versa. 

 

Another thing that is awesome is the gut, hammies, hips, and the whole entire 

calf blowing up doing these movements. On a major plus, I actively feel my 

body feeling better as well as my ankle stability improving. 

5. Slant Board Front Squat 

At this point, my anterior muscular sequence and posterior chain are lit up. 

And now I go into slant board front squats. Literally, I just roll through sets 

of 25 reps, 20 reps, 15 reps, 10 reps, just rolling through, and then performing 

two sets of 5 reps at the end with a longer break. It is a long period where I 

blow up my quads even more and getting more of the upright trunk. 

 

So I spoke with Kevin Simons to arrive at this theory and this style of work. 

Kevin also has spoken with Ben. Kevin is also one of the best strength 

coaches in the USA. 

 

One thing Kevin brought up is that some people really struggle with the slant 

board and knee pain. Meaning people might need to start slowly, not using 

any weight. They will probably be best served just performing a crossed-

armed bodyweight squat on the slant boards. 



 

Now if you are like me and never have had knee pain, first count yourself 

fortunate, and second, go to work. 

 

One thing I will say is that when I am doing higher rep front squats I like 

doing the cross-armed position with the barbell because I can hold and be 

more stable in the upper back. Another thing I want to put out there, 

especially for people with knee issues, is that doing the front squat on the 

slant boards with a six-second eccentric with minimal weight will go a long 

way in improving knee health and blowing up that quad strength. 

 

I also like doing heavier sets with a slower eccentric slant board front squat to 

really get that big and bad quad pump. 

6. Seated Dumbbell Good Morning 



Ben puts in a lot of his workouts some type of good morning. He will have 

athletes use a barbell or a dumbbell. Typically he has it with a barbell. I like 

doing it with a dumbbell because I can get a deeper range of motion. I also 

superset my good morning with some core workout. 

 

In this workout, I did two sets of twenty reps of seated good mornings with a 

dumbbell. For core, I did knee planks into explosive mountain climbers; I 

used furniture sliders to do the core movement. 

 

One of the best parts behind the kneesovertoeguy’s workout is that every part 

of the body feels super fatigued, super targeted. I got the quad pump in the 

beginning. I got knee flexion, hip flexion, and tibialis work after that. Then I 

did some legit front squats. Now I get to target the lower back and trunk even 

further with the seated dumbbell good morning exercise. 

 

I like performing the seated dumbbell good morning by getting super deep 

with a rounded back. Doing the movement this way really lights up the 

erectors and lower back. I also go with a wide sumo stance to smash my 

groin, my adductors. 

Recap 

Kneesovertoesguy, Ben Patrick, has really good content. He has solid 

programs as well. In addition, Ben forces coaches and athletes to keep an 

open mind. An open mind is a great thing. It lets us escape our information 

silos and confront our confirmation biases. 

 

With that said, go ahead and give this workout a try and comment on the 

video with how it goes! 

 


